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Several years ago, we have studied the spaces with normal conformal

connexions whose groups of holonomy fix a point or a hypersphere/1) The

most fundamental theorem that we have found is the following: If the

group of holonomy ©f a space Cn with a normal conformal connexion is a

subgroup of the Mδbius' group which fixes a point (or a hypersphere), the

Cn is a space with a normal conformal connexion corresponding to the class

of Riemann spaces conformal to each other including an Einstein space with

a vanishing (or non vanishing) scalar curvature. The converse is also true.

Making use of the fact that a subgroup of the Mδbius' group which fixes a

hypersphere is in a close relation with the Poincare's representation of non-

Euclidean geometry, we could further generalize the Poincare's representation

of non-Euclidean geometry to Einstein spaces.

In the present paper, we shall apply that idea to spaces with normal

projective connexions. In Klein's representation of non-Euclidean geometry

the fundamental group of the space is the subgroup of all projective

transformations which fix a hyperquadric. Hence we are led to consider

those spaces with normal projective connexions whose groups of holonomy

fix a hyperquadric. In connection with this, we also consider those spaces

with normal projective connexions whose groups of holonomy fix an (n—2)

dimensional quadric in a hyperplane.
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615-622, pp. 623-633, 35 C1943) pp. 791-795.
K. Yano, Conformal and concircular geometries in Einstein spaces, Proc. Imp.

Acad. Japan, 19 (1943) pp. 444-453.
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§ 1. The structure of spaces with normal protective

connexions whose groups of holonomy fix a

hyperquadric

Let there be given a space with a projective connexion Pn, If we take

reperes semimaturel ζR0, RO, the projective connexion of the space is given

by the following formulae:

π idRo^

We shall call

the parameters of the projective connexion. If Pn is normal, Γ% is deter-

mined, by means of V'jk, as follows:

(1.3) V% = - L

where we have put

θYjl , -p' -pΛ -pi

If we apply to the repere a transformation of the hyperplane at infinity

(1.4) i?o - Ro, Rj = Rj+ φjRo,

the parameters of the projective connexion will change in the following way:

(1.5)! is the so-called projective change of affine connexions.

Now, the covariant differential of a projective contravariant vetor Xκ

/V/=0,l,2, , n) is given by

( &
(1.6) 1

If the group of holonomy i7 of the given space fixes a hyperquadric

Qn-ι: akμ Z λ * = 0

of the tangenί projective space P°, d(aλμ Xλ X^ must vanish for every point

of Qn-Ί (that is d (a^X^X*) must be proportional to (a\μ.XλX^ in virtue of

the relation DXK=O. The converse is also true.

The last condition is easily reduced to the following relations:
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(1.7)

In this paper we shall confine ourselves only to the domain where am

does not vanish. Hence we can put

(1.8) tfoo = € (*~±1).

Then (1.7), shows us

Tfc -\-2pjc — —2sa[]jc.

For the sake of simplicity, let us put aoic^ctjc, and denote by a comma the

covariant differentiation with respect to Γjfc. Then (1.7j,,3 reduce to the

following relations:

Π Qϊ (ajtk-sTl}te-aJk=-2εajaiB,
U ; \ a i h Ί c ~ a ι Y l - l

Now, if we define

(1.10) av

(1.9) reduces to

(1 11)

Solving (1.11)! with respect to aj,k and putting into (1. 11)2, we get

If we put

(1.12) ΓJfc=Γjfc-

the last relation becomes

(1.13) - | p -

On the other hand, we get from (1. 10)

d e t \gij\ = \aij—€£ίiaj\ = Jtfy| •

(where An means the confactor of the element an in the det Jcy|) and

an aV2
h J

[ Q,γι Q-n\ &nii...... GLnn

Therefore, if the hyperquadric Qn-X is non-degenerate, i. e. if det \aλμ\ =ί=07

then det | ^ ] Φ 0 . Hereafter we assume that the hyperquadric Qn-ι is non-

degenerate. Then we see from (1. 13) that IVs are the ChristoffeΓs symbols
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constructed from gjk.

Now, comparing the projective change of affine connexions (1.12) with

(1.5) we get

T]ic = Γ/fc—εa &—cij ak .

We see from (1.11) that the following relation holds good:

(1.14) τ%=-egjk.

As Γjfc's are ChristoffeΓs symbols, Rjk is the Ricci's tensor of the Riemann

space gjk, and hence they are symmetric with respect to /and k.

Therefore, we get from (1. 3)

(1.15) Fi=^r4*

Comparing this with the'last equation we get finally

(1.16) Rjk = (n-l)εgjk,

Accordingly we obtain the following theorenl.

Theorem 1. If the group of holonomy of a space with a normal projective

connexion Pn is a subgroup of the group of all projective transformations

in Ptι which fix a non-degenerate hyperquadric Qn-\, the Pn is a space with

a normal projective connexion corresponding to the class of af finely

connected spaces with corresponding paths including an Einstein space with

non-vanishing scalar curvature, in other word, the PΛ is projective to an

Einstein space with non-vanishing scalar curvature. The converse is also true.

Hereafter we shall denote the space with a normal projective connexion

liaving the same system of paths with a given af finely connected space An

ΐy Pn (An).

Let En be an Einstein space with non vanishing scalar curvature R. If

we perform the trivial conformal transformation

(1.17) ~gί^c*gih ^ - ^ ^ Γ ί j *R>0,

then the Riemann space En(gj) is an Einstein space with scalar curvature

(n—1). Both Einstein spaces have the same system of paths. We can easily

see from (1.11) that the hyperquadric

is invariant under the transformations of the holonomy group of the space

with normal projective connexion PΛ (En).

§ 2. Relations between the Klein's representation of Non-Euclidean

geometry and the metrics of Einstein spaces with non vanishing scalar
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curvature.
Let EH be an Einstein space with positive definite fundamental tensor

and of non vanishing scalar curvature.

By Theorem 1, the group of holonomy of the space with the normal

projective connexion Pn (En) fixes a hyperquadric Qn-i. We shall study the

relation between the Non-Euclidean geometry with Qn-i as the absolute, figure

and the metric of the Einstein space En.

The Case where R<0. In this case,applying the given space E > an appro-
•

priate trivial conformal transformation, we can obtain Einstein space EΛ.

with scalar curvature—(n—1). Both Einstein spaces have the same system

of geodesies. Consider geodesies in E,ι. As we consider only development of

tangent spaces along a curve, we can assume without any loss of generality

that p; = 0. Hence the connexion of the space with the normal projective

connexion Pn (£,>) is expressible by the following equation:

Denoting by s the arc length of a geodesic g in En, we develop the geodesic

in the tangent space at the point s=0. Then we get

(2.2 ) Ro (s) = R» CO) + Ro' CO) s + Ro" CO) ~ +

While, geodesies are characteriged by the differential equations

(2.3) %'/; + ij f cW
f c-0,

hence we get

Bo" =fn Rι+xn (gjk xfΊΰ Ro+ij*} x'k RO .

Ro'"

Accordingly, we obtain

(2.4) Ro (5) -cosh s i?C0) + sinh s R'(Q).

Now, the hyperquadric Qn-ι invariant under the group of holonomy of the

space Pn (E,ι) is given by

•(2.5). -(*>)*+& X'X*=0.

We can easily see that the points of intersection Y, Z of this hyperquadric

O«._i-and the straight line g* which is the image of the geodesic are given

by λi?0 (O)+/xi?/o(O) where λ a-μ 2 . Hence, the value of the "double ratio
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d^(R0(0) R0(s), Y Z)

is immediately calculated, giving

d=e™.

Accordingly, we get the relation

5 = -g- log d.

In the general case where R<0 and Φ — (n—1), we get also

(2.6) 5=iJ_i:_(^-l)_.log rf.

The case where R>0. In this case we can transform the given Einstein

space En to an Einstein space j ^ , with scalar curvature (n—1) by a trivial

conformal transformation. En and En have the same system of geodesies. As

we develop the tangent spaces of En only along curves, we can assume

without any loss of generality that the connexion of En is given by the

following equation

2 ' (dR0
κ ' } ΛdRί

Hence, along a geodesic of ~En we can easily see that

RQ

r = χ ' 1 Rι, R"o = — RQ.

Accordingly, the straight line g% which is the image of the geodesic g in the

tangent space at a point s=0 is given by

(2.8) Ro (s) = cos s. i?0(0) + sin 5 i?Ό(Q).

The points of intersection Y, Z of this straight line and the invariant

hyperquadric Qn-i of the group of holonomy

(2.9) VPy+stJPX*^

are given by \R0(Q)+μR'(0), where \2-fμ,2=0. Therefore the value of the

double ratio J-(i?o(O)/?o(5),FZ) is e2is.

Accordingly we get

5 = ~2f log d.

In the general case where R>0, we get

Hence we obtain the following

Theorem 2. The group of holonomy of the space with a normal protective

connexion Pn corresponding to Einstein space En with positive definite

fundamental tensor and of non vanishing scalar curvature fixes an real

(oval) or imaginary (millteilig) hyperquadric according as the scalar
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curvature R is negative or positive respectively. The arc lengtn of a

geodesic segment PQ in En is expressible by (2*6) or (2.10) making use of

the double ratio of four points P, Q and the points of intersection of the

straight line (image of the geodesic PQ) and the invariant hyperquadric.

§ 3. The structure of spaces with normal protective connexions whose

groups of holonomy fix an (•«-£) dimensional quadric in a hyperplane.

In §1 we have studied the structure of spaces with normal projective

connexions whose groups of holonomy fix a hyperquadric. They are spaces

with normal projective connexions corresponding to the classes of affinely

connected spaces characterized by the property that they iuclude at least

an Einstein space with non vanishing scalar curvature. The converse is also

true. At that time, there did not appear Einstein spaces with vanishing

scalar curvature. The fact that the group of holomomy fixes a hyperquadric

is non^Euclidean type, hence, if we consider invariant figures of Euclidean

type that is a hyperplane and an (n--2) dimensional quadric in it there will

appear Einstein spaces with vanishing scalar curvature. Being led by such

conjecture, we shall study on the structure of spaces with normal projective

connexions whose groups of holonomy fix an (n—2) dimensional quadric in

a hyperplane.

Now, we suppose that the invariant (#—2) dimensional quadric of the

group of holonomy be given by the intersection of a hyperplane

and a hypercone

K:

We assume that K is non-degenerate, that is

In order that tne hyperplane π be invariant by transformations of the

group of holonomy d(σλX
κ) be proportional to aλX

κ under the condition

DXK=0. This condition is reducible to

\^ a0,

(3.1) l l
I - p - -Γj,β* - Γjfc a0 - (τfc+A0;-aj,

where τjcdxk is the proportionality factor. We consider in this paper only

the domain where a0ψ0, hence there is no loss of generality ieven if we put

# 0=l. If we put ao~l, then (3.1)! tells us
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' Tk-\-pk——Uk

and hence (3.1)2 becomes

(3.2) a-J}Ίt-T%=-aia*,

where, denotes the formal covariant derivative with respect to ΓjA..

In the next place, as the intersection Qa-2 of the hyperplane n and the

hypercone K is invariant under the transformations of the group of

holonomy,

d (gij X1 X?)=gίJftί dx*XX-2&i dxWX"

must be proportional to gιjXιXJ when we put XP^—aJC. If we denote the

proportionality factor by ψkdxk', the condition reduces to

(3.3)

If we put

(3.4)

(3'5)

then (3.3) can be written as

(3.6) gm^Q^gh

where denotes tne covariant differentiation with respect to ~γ]k. (3.2) and

(3.6) are the necessary and sufficient condition that the (n—2) dimensional

quadric Qn-2 is invariant under the group of holonomy. As we suppose thaj

\gij\ φθ, equation (3.6) shows that the affinely connected space ΓV is a

Weyl space with the fundamental tensor gj and with a linear from qkdxι\

The equations (3.4) means geometrically that the transformations of

the hyperplane at infinity, that is the plane where all Ri's lie, and usually

called as the projective change of aflfine connexions. When the projective

change of aίϊine connexions (3.4) is performed, it is well known that ΓJfc

of the projective connexion is transformed as follows:

(3.7) T% = r]k-βjik-aja*.

Comparing the last equation with (3.2), we find

(3.8) Γ i = 0.

Now, as the projective connexion in consideration is normal, T% is

expressible by the contracted curvature tensor Rjk of the aflfine connexion

Γjfc as follows:

(3.9) n^-k

Accordingly, we see from (3. 8) that the following relation holds good:

(3.10) i?;,=0.
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If qk~Q, it is evident that the Weyl space in consideration is no other

than an Einstein space with vanishing scalar curvature. More generally, if

qk is a gradient i e. qk = —^jr--, then putting

(3.11) g*v=zσ~ι g>h

we can easily see that (3. 6) becomes

(3.12) £*ίj* = 0:

Hence, the affinely connected space γ'j1c is also an Einstein space with

vanishing scalar curvature.

Consequently wn get the following theorem:

Theorem 3. If the group of holonomy of a space with a normal projective

connexion Pn fixes an (n—2) dimensional quadratic Qn~z i n an hyperplane

π, there exists at least a Weyl space such that Rjk~0 (in particular,

Einstein spaces with vanishing scalar curvature are remarkable example of

them) in the class of affinely connected spaces having the same system of

paths with Prt. The converse is also true.

Tδhoku University

and Tokyo University.




